
A UNISON 
The grass is very green, my friend, 
and tousled, like the  head of- 
your  grandson, yes? And the mountain, 
the  mountam we &bed ' 

twenty years since for  the last 
tlrnew write thrs thinking 
of YOU) is saw-horned as then 
upon  the sky's edge-an old  barn 
is peaked  there also, fatefully, 
agarnst the sky. And there it is 
and we can't shift  it or change 
it  or parse it or alter it 
in any way. Listen ! Do you not  hear 
them? the singing?  There it is  and 
we'd better acknowledge it  and 
write  it.  down  that way, not otherwise. 
Not twist the words t o  mean 
what  we  should have said but to mean 
-what cannot be escaped: the 

tam  ridlng  the afternoon as 
it 025, the grass matted green, 
green  underfoot  and  the air- 
rotten wood. Hear ! Hear them ! 
the  Undying.  The hdl slopes away, 
then rises in  the middleground, 
you remember, with a  grove of gnarled 
maples centering the bare pasture, 
sacred, surely-for. what  reason? 
I cannot say. Idyllic! 
a  shrine  ciactured  there by 
the  'trees . a certamty of music ! 
a  unison  and  a dance, joined 
at  this death's festival: Something 
of a shed snake's skin, the  beginning 
goldenrod. Or, best, a white stone, 
p u  have seen it: Muthzlda Natia 
Fox-and near  the  ground's. lip, 

I but  undecipherable, Aet  Sme, 
nno 9-still there, the  grass 

dripping of last night's rain-and 
welcome ! The  thin air, the near, 
clear brook water ! - a n d  could not, 
and dred, unable ; to escape 
what the- air and  the wet grass- 
through  which, tomorrow, the great sun 
will rise bejeweled-the 
unchanging  mountains,  forced on them- 
and they received, wiIlingly ! 
Stones, stones of a  difference 
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DAVID T O  BATHSHEBA 
IN THE PUBLIC GARDEN 

Worn out of virtue, as the  time of year, 
The burning City and  its bells surround 
The Public  Garden. What is sound 
Past agony is Fall: 
The children  crcwding  home from school at five, ' 
Punting a  football in  the bricky air- 
You mourn  Uriah? If-he  were alive, 
0 Love, my age  were nothing  but the ball 
Of leaves inside  this  lion-fountain, left 
For witch and  wmter. . . . Yet  the leuver' complaint 
Is the King's fall . . . whatever szffers theft. 
The' Latin  labels on  the  foreign trees are quaint. 

The trees, for decades, shook their  discontent 
On strangers: rustling, rustling  the Levant. 
Uriah might have found $he  wartt 
Of whut was never his 
A moment,  found the falling colors welcome. . , . 
But he was dead before Jehovah sent 
Our shadows to  the lion's cave, What's come 
Is dancing  like  a leaf for nothing. Kiss: 
The leaves are  dark  and  harping. You & m e  
The shedding,  park-bound  mallards as they keep 
Circling  and  craning for Uriah's sleep ? 
Dvzven, derided, Fdther, and m y  wzll d ctwve: , 

I knew these circles after Joab killed 
Uriub in  the shock of battle. Sbrlrp 
Arrows tyansfu  me! You will harp 
Of women?They are called 
To SUCCOUY Israel if his foot shall slide. . . . . 
I knew you from my roof-top:  bubbles filled 
Uriah's fountain,  and  we splashed. You died 
In  Adam,  while the grass-snake slid  appalled 
To summer, while  Jehovah's grass-green lyre 
Was rustling  all  about us in  the leaves 
That gurgled by u s ,  upside-down. Earth grieves: . 
Unspeakable  the grodrnings when  it catcheJ fir& 

The fountain's failiag watHs ring around 
The gavdesz. Love, if you had stayed my hancr 

The lion's rush, or why 
This stone-mouthed  fountain  laps us like a cat. . . . 
Anger and anguish, Love? And  when  we sdt 

The nights of summer out . . . perhaps, it took 
Of Fall, the Fall? Perhaps. I live. I lie 

\ 

I Uriah  would  not understand 

I Atzd be is nothing  after  death but ground, 

joining  the others at pace. Hear! Drinking our likeness fr&  the water. Look: 
Hear  the unison of their voices. . . .. The Lion's mane  and  age! Surely, I wdl not die. 
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